2022 Fall ExCo Fair Boasts New Classes & Unparalleled Freshman Engagement
The Experimental College Fair is one of the most unique aspects of campus life at Oberlin. ExCo’s
semesterly fair, held in Carnegie Hall’s Root Room, is a lively setting for community teachers to recruit
anyone interested in learning more about niche subjects. Exploring these classes is a way to stay in touch
with Oberlin Students, as well as to get more involved with the student body and community life.
Many of the courses count toward college credit
requirements, which is an added bonus for
Oberlin students. Aside from the academic
perks, the whimsy and creativity that ExCo
instructors bring to their classes gives students
the opportunity to engage with their interests and
campus in an unexpected way. Many people
think of learning as being lectured in a
classroom with a teacher upfront, but, since its
inception over two decades ago, ExCo has
strived to support classes that emphasize
engaging, fun, and communal learning. New
courses involved in ExCo are always being
added, and old classics are passed down from
students - so there’s something for everyone!
Historically, courses have been organized into categories to help people easily identify where to locate a
particular course, or an interest area to further explore. These categories have a solid ground with existing
courses, and are always refreshed with new courses. At the ExCo Fair, you’ll see our current categories as
Community & Society / Language, Culture & Religion / Computers, Math, & Science / Physical
Activities, Mindfulness & Games / Dance & Theater / Music / Arts, Crafts, & DIY / Media & Literature.
This allows students to find a class area according to their pre-existing interests, which allows them to
bring their unique personalities into the community. In the past, the ExCo fair had such classes as taught
below. From top left to bottom right, classes include Black Queer Film, LetterPressCo,

Children’s Bookmaking, Creative Improv for String Musicians, Essential Oils, Big Parade Planning, and
Badminton. These classes were from 2018, and a handful have endured to this Fall’s 2022 fair. For
example, fair attendees this year had the opportunity to sign up for Oberlin’s Big Parade Co, allowing
students to continue the annual tradition for Oberlin’s yearly Big Parade festival.
Many of these classes also offer the opportunity to get involved and create for free, or a very nominal fee.
It’s a wonderful way to get exposure to niche hobbies that people often lack the materials or interested
community to get exposure to otherwise, so be sure to take
advantage of it! For example, Oberlin’s Taiko, a
long-running Japanese drumming club, has operated through
ExCo, teaching students how to engage in the cultural
performance of Japanese drumming. Other examples include
Steel PanCo, Beginning SwingCo, and PotteryCo - there is
no other place where you can so easily immerse yourself on
a steel pan, kiln, or dance floor than Oberlin’s ExCo fair.
Oberlin Taiko members pose at a showcase, 2022

This year’s Fair was the first with limited Covid-19
restrictions, allowing a record number of Freshman students
to engage with the fair’s existing classes. This opportunity
was a great one for new students to get to know each other,
as well as to mingle with upperclassmen and be the first to take new courses.

Seen above are two course descriptions from our Language, Culture, & Religion offerings - many of
which take concepts we may have some general knowledge of and provide a refreshing or unexpected
lens, or enhance information students are already familiar with. BarbieCo, taught by third-year Nora
McIntyre, is a critical theory class dedicated to deconstructing our understanding of what it means to
have spent a childhood playing with dolls that are a deep reflection of societal structure - much of which
reflects a complicated and complex history. Black Feminism also boasts a robust history and interrogation
of our current knowledge, and these are just two classes! For further reading regarding this year’s Fall
ExCo Fair, here’s a link to our course catalog:
https://www.oberlin-exco.org/_files/ugd/0950c3_511bab4861c444ae8c83d4b67e15d0c9.pdf

See you at the Spring Fair!

